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YOGA AND THE MAHABHARATA: ENGAGED RENOUNCERS 

Christopher Key Chapple 

• T he Mahabharata seives as a didactic text, a cautionary tale about epic 
figures who veer from the course of dharma. It employs a device of 
nested stories that inrulcate the prime values of Indi~ tradition. The 

Mahabharata also seeks to reconcile the tension between the life of those 
who seek ultimate religious fulfillment through renouncing the world, and 
those persons who remain within the world seeking to uphold truth, nonvio
lence, andjustice. 

This essay examines three acconnt.s that contribute to the discussion of 
Yoga-related practices in the Mahabharata, with a focus on nonviolence 
( ahi'lhsa) ~d austerity ( tapat). The first pertains to a conversation between 
a brahmin ascetic named Jajali and a wise, nonviolent merchant named 
Tuladhara, narrated by Bhi~ma on his funeral pyre. The second centers on 
the vow of Sa.vim as she practices tapas to save the life of her husband. In 
the third, Bhi~ma praises the vow of ahi'lhsa as expressed through the aban
donment of flesh foods. These stories will be summarized and then dis
cussed in light of the tension between renunciation of the world and active 
involvement within the world. 

The renouncer or siidhu follows a very specific life pattern in Indian tradi
tion. Such an individual abandons his or her name, caste status, and means 
of support to take up an itinerant life devoted to study. P;ittick Olivelle·_has 
provided excellent translations and analyses that document this mainstay of 
religious renunciation that constitutes the third phase of life, a stage in 
which one withdraws into the forest and enters a community of like-minded 
persons.I The Buddha and the Jina typify this inward-driven spiritual quest 
and although they developed monastic communities separate from Vedic 
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and Brahminical traditions, Hindu exemplars of renunciation can be found 
in the historical personages of Shankaracharya and Jnaneshwara and in the 
more contemporary examples of Ramana Maharshi, Nityananda and count- .~ 
less others. Several film documentaries attest to the ascetic lifestyle in India, 
including the recent work Naked in Ashes.2 

As part of the path of renunciation, one engages in techniques of Yoga . 
. These techniques seek to purify the individual of incipient worldliness and 
generally conform to a set of well-recognized practices. The Vedic practice 
of tapas is fundamental to Yoga, and linguistically pre-dates the term Yoga by 
several hundred years. The lJg Veda credits tapas with creating the world 
(X:129) as well as providing ascent to a heavenly rea1m (X:154).s In the later 
Shatapatha Briihma1J,a, Prajapati performs tapas to separate the earth from 
the heavens, to create both gods· and mortal beings, and to initiate the 
process of sacrifice (VII:1).4 In the Brhadii,ratJ,yaka Upani$ad, Death uses tapas 
to form the world, the directions, humans, catt1e, and eventually the cosmic 
horse, which serves as the world-regulating subject of the great horse sacri
fice (I:1).5 All throughout the early literature of the Indian tradition, tapas 
seives the dual role of accounting for the creation of external realities, and 
inspiring the individual to see the power of creation within one's own body. 
Yogic practices such as chanting, Jn'ii,tµi,yama, and ii.sanas tend to increase 
bodily heat From this endeavor, one enters into a creative modality that in a 
sense echoes the beginning point of the world itself. Sacrifice generates cre
ative heat and links the individual. to the originary moment As we will see in 
some of the stories below, taking upon oneself a vow can transform one1s cir
cumstances, a key feature of Yoga. 

The Yoga tradition finds explicit mention in several passages of the 
Mahabharata, as documented by John Brockington and many others,6 
Brockington notes that ')oga techniques were widely diffused already 
throughout the period of the epics" and that "there is no book of the· 
Mahabharata from which [ the mention of yoga or yogins is] absent ''7 Yoga 
also permeates the text implicitly, with references to yogic practices part of 
the overall cultural context that guides the sensibilities of Indian tradition. 
The text repeatedly mentions the use of vows ( vrata) by key characters in 
order to achieve a specific goal. S0metin1es an individual takes this vow for 
the purposes of self-improvement or self-:5trengthening. In other instances, 
one takes up a vow for the sake of another person or for the sake of a highe~ 
good. In the instance of l{n;Q.a' s advice on the battlefield, one can even take 
a vow not to follow conventional morality in order to attain a desired end. 
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Yoga in this study refers to its broad usage as expressed in two primary 
modalities: the taking on of extraordinary vows ( vrata) that generate cre
_ative heat ( tapas) with world-altering results, and the observance of nonvio
lence ( ahi'Th.5lt), the foundational ethical precept of Indian traditions. After 
exploring three narrative examples, two philosophical issues will be dis
cussed: the complex relationship between renunciation and worldliness, 
and the role of narrative (particularly with happy endings) in communicat
ing core values of the tradition. 

Two of the stories that we will explore were told by Bh~ma, who himseJf 
presents an example of the interesting conundrwn of making life decisions, 
and who exemplifies the second reason for taking vows cited above. Bbi!jma 
renounced his claims to kingdom and also renounced access to sexual rela
tionships. Although a legitimate heir to the throne, he abdicated this privi
lege in order to allow his father to marry. He took a vow to withdraw from 
the political sphere and also took a vow of celibacy so that his.stepmother's 
progeny could ascend to become rulers. Despite the nwnerous difficulties 
that arise, he never strays from his vow. However, he certainly does not 
renounce family life. He remains involved with affairs of state, and even 
arranges, by force, for the maniages of his half.brothers. 

Bhia!ima plays a crucial role in the narrative. He also provides some of the 
best stories that inform the listeners and readers of the Mahabharata about 
the history and traditions of India. Bhi~a's vows advance the unfolding of 
the drama and, like the c;haracters in the_stories he tells, he sees his Yoga not 
as an opportunity to retreat from the world, but as a necessary means to ful
fill his destiny. Bhi~ma reminds the reader that the Mahabharata respects 
sarhnyiisa but places highest value on the story of the world to be lived and 
told within the world. 

1. A Nonviolent Tale 

In response to a question from Yudhi~thira regarding the nature of righ~
eousness and dharma, Bhi~ma tells the tale of an encounter between a 
brahmin ascetic named Jajali and a man named Tuladhara, a merchant 
(and perhaps ajaina). Jajali had devoted years of his life to the most aus
tere of penances: complicated fasts, protracted periods of silence~ and such 
utter disregard for his body that he no longer bathed and his hair became 
matted~ During one particularly stringent phase in the forest he abstained 
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from all food while sustaining himself on air alone; he remained in a stand
ing position, like a post, with no movement whatsoever. A pair of Kulinga 
birds nested in his locks. Months passed. The birds mated, and from the 
eggs onJajali's head young birds hatched and learned to fly. All the while 
Jajali stood stationary. But finally, after they had fully matured and aban
doned their safe haven on his head, Jajali allowed himself to rejoice, and 
proclaimed that he had won great merit by his noble deed, and that no 
one was his equal. 

The gods, however, heard his boast, and a voice from the sky told him 
that his virtue and merit were surpassed by Tuladhara, a shopkeeper in the 
city of Banaras. Jajali then went in search of this wise man and found him at 
his haberdashery. Tuladhara greetedJ'\jali knowingly, and told him that he 
knew of his austerities and that he knew about the birds that had been 
born on his head. He also chided the brahmin for his pride, and asked how 
he might be of service to him. 

Jajali, in the style of the Upani1ads, asked Tuladhara to tell him of correct 
morality and the ways of knowledge. Tuladhara's response, in praise of 
nonviolence, covers a wide range of issues. He replies that "harmlessness to
wards alt creatures" is the highest morality. Because of his commitment to 
his lifestyle, he says he never cheats anyone, and never quarrels or holds 
grudges. Reminiscent of the Bhagavad Gita, he proclaims "My scales are 
perfectly even, 0 Jajali, with respect to all creatures ... I cast equal eye up
on all creatures ... I see no difference between a clod of earth, a piece of 
stone, and a lump of gold. "B 

He claims that by following this vow, he has no fear of creatures, nor do 
creatures fear him. He claims that by speaking truth and by practicing the 
dharma of nonviolence, one enjoys even greater fruit than that gained by 
sacrifices or penances. He criticizes those who castrate bulls and pierce their 
noses and force them to seive as beasts of burden. He claims that "in every 
creature that is endued with the five senses live all the deities ... The goat is 
Agni. The sheep is Varuna. The horse is Surya. Earth is the deity Vrrat The 
cow and the calf are Soma. The man who sells these can never obtain suc
cess. "9 He equates acts of irtjury done to animals to abortion, and notes that 
Nahu1a, who had both killed a bull and caused a foetus to abort, thereby 
brought diseases to creatures and was barred from religious rites. He even 
condemns agriculture as harmful to creatures and earth. 

Jajali protests that Tuladhara's teachings run counter to the natural order 
of things, and that they seem quite heretical. Without support of food, he 
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states, the world will come to an end. In response, Tuladhara states that 
nature provides abundantly. Appealing ID a Golden Age of long ago, Tula
dhara tells of days when crops sprouted forth from the earth without cultiva
tion. He assails the greed that has overtaken people and forced the prolifer
ation of needless and harmful rituals and sacrifices. He condemns covetous 
priests who assist at ceremonies for the "misguided" and have as their end 
material gain rather than liberation. He urges the use of rice-balls ID replace 
animals at Vedic sacrifices. He also tellsJ,ijali that the birds that currently cir
cle overhead are the very ones that he reared on his head far from this 
place. Jajali calls to them, and, at the close of the tale, the birds affirm 
Tuladhara's teaching of nonviolence as the true path of liberation. 

This slDry ofJ'\jali and Tuladhara, because ofTuladhara's profession as a 
merchant in nonviolent goods, his description of the uniqueness of each liv
ing being, his critique of farming, and his insistence that animal sacrifice 
must be abandoned, strikes one as perhaps theologically inspired by Jain
ism. Though Dumont has posited that the practice of nonviolence and its 
attendant vegetarianism was introduced inlD Hindu society from Buddhist 
and Jaina renouncers,10 this passage emphasizes the observance of nonvio
lence by laypersons, and highlights a key theme of the Mahabharata: the 
integration of the highest spiritual values into daily life. 

2. The Vow of Siivitri 

Yogic vows provide graphic and sometimes fantastic illustrations of the effi
cacy of mental strength. One such story is !Old in the third book of the Ma
habharata, the Book of the Forest (Arar;yakaparvan). Yudhi~thira, the head 
of the Pa1;1<;lavas and older brother of Arjuna, asks his teacher Marka1,1<;leya 
if there has ever been a woman as great as Draupadi, who took all five Piil.1-
dava brothers as husbands. Markaodeya replies that indeed a woman ri
valed Draupadi in her devotedness, and her name was Savitri. Savitri was 
born to the King Asvapati after he had performed great austerity in honor · 
of the goddess Savitri in hopes that she would reverse his accursed child
lessness. His wish having been fulfilled, he named his daughter after the 
goddess. She grew up to be a beautiful maiden, but did not readily attract a 
husband. After many adventures, she cliose Satyavat, a Shalva prince whose 
father, King Dyumatsena, had been dethroned because of blindness. King 
Asvapati's advisor Narada, haviog reviewed the marriage candidate, decid
ed that he indeed was worthy, being splendid, wise, handsome, noble and 
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· friendly. However, the seer foresaw one major flaw, a great impediment to 
the wedding that Savitri so fervently desired. In one year's time, Satyavaes 
life would expire, leaving Savitri a helpless widow. Despite the many 
protests of her father and his advisor, Savitri could not be dissuaded from 
her choice and soon married Satyavat 

. The newlyweds joined Satyavat' s family, which had been banished to a 
forest retreat due to King Dyumatsena's handicap. Unfortunately, the 
young bride Sa.vim could not be happy, as she continually thought of her 
beloved husband's imminent demise. Months passed until finally, four days 
before the appointed date of death, Savitri took on a vow of extreme tapas 
and stood in one place, not moving for three days and three nights. In 
honor of her steadfastness, Satyavat' s family and the holy men at the retreat 
gave her special blessings. · 

A few hours after she had completed her saaifice, Satyavat decided to go 
into the forest to gather fruit and Savitri was, of course, quick to follow. After 
working for some time at picking fruit and splitting wood, the prince 
became weary and lay down on the ground, his head on his wife's lap. 
Suddenly, the red-eyed Yama, the God of Death, appeared with his noose 
and snatched from the chest of Satyavat a person in the likeness of the 
prince but merely the size of a thumb. Satyavat's body stopped breathing 
and began to stiffen. Yama set off with his catch and then turned, advising 
Savitrt to arrange her husband's funeral. But the devoted wife refused to be 
left behind and, by the power accumulated by her tapas the three days and 
three nighm before, ran in fast pursuit of Yama. After she made her plea, 
Yama, impressed with Savitri's devotion to her elders and husband, granted 
her a b(X)n, with the stipulation that it could not include the release of her 
beloved.· Without hesitation, she asked that her father-in-law's sight be 
restored. This was granted and Yama set off again, holding the thumb-sized 
Satyavat tightly in the noose. Undaunted, Savitti persisted in following.· 
Surprised by her perseverance, the God of Death granted three more 
boons, again stipulating that they not include a request for the return of 
Satyavat's life. She then asked that Dymnatsena be reinstated as Icing, th.at 
her own father be blessed with 1nore offspring, and that she herself give 
birth to children. These were granted. Yarna again departed, but Savini, in a 
show of strength, convinced him to stop and made the following impas
sioned speech: 

The strict (santa?i) always abide by the Law, 
The strict do not tremble, nor do they despair. 
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The meeting of strict with strict bears fruit, 
From the strict the strict expect danger. 
With their truth do the strict give lead to the sun, 
With their penance the strict uphold the earth. 
The strict are the course of future and past, 
They do not collapse in the midst of the strictll 
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Awed with her fine elocution, Yama granted her one final wish, omitting 
any conditions. Savitri seized the opportunity and successfully procured the 
release of her husband. Husband and wife were reunited; King Dyumat
sena regained his eyesight and his reign; Savitti's father and mother pro
duced more offspring; and Savitri herself "over a long period of time . . . 
gave birth to a hundred gallant and never-retreating sons, who increased 
her farn.e. "12 

Through strict adherence to her vow to save her husband, Savitrl was 
able to reverse the course of fate. Despite the fantastic hyperbole, the 
story underlines a distinctly /cyatriya philosophy based on human volun
tarism. The holding firm of a vow, often associated with tapas and in 
this case referred to by Savitrl's being strict (sati), is used not for the 
purposes of ttanscendence but to secure happiness within human life, 
generating a power that transforms the course of karma and brings 
about new worlds of being for Savitri and her family. 

3. Bhi~ma Praises the Vow of Ahimsii 

For our third story, we return to another discourse by Bhl~ma that appears 
in the Anusiisanaparoan, which includes various teachings of a philosophi
cal nature. This section of the text begins with the teacher Brhaspati giving 
teachings on nonviolence. In response, Bhi~ma advocates various degrees 
of vegelarianism. Bh~ma condemns eating meat, saying that it is like eating 
the flesh of one's own son. Yudhi~µ,ira raises the objection that the rules of 
funeral ceremonies mandate the eating of meat. ln reply, B~ma appeals 
to Manu, who states that the vegelarian is the "friend of all living beings." 
He also cites the sage Narada who praised restraint from eating meat Yud
hi~!hira acknowledges that Manu did assent to the use of meat for ancestral 
ceremonies. However, he indicates that this is exceptional and· not nonna
tive. 

Bhi~ma suggests abstaining from flesh foods for fixed periods, particularly 
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when the moon is waxing in the month spanning September and October. 
He notes that numerous warriors from the Mahabharata refrained from 
eating meat during this period, and rather like a contemporary beer com
mercial, claims that this accomplishment caused them to be "encircled with 
beautiful women!" Bhi~ma notes that vegetarianism spares one from rebirth 
as an animal, and states that it should be practiced both by renouncers and 
by those active in the world. 

Though these chapters comprise a didactic message, Bhi~ma employs nar
rative to make his point about the importance of vegetarianism. As part of 
his rhetorical strategy in chapter 116, Bhi~a personalizes the practice of 
vegetarianism, referring to specific sages and cultural icons:13 

11. The seven seers, the Valak'hilyas, 
and the Maricipas who have great wisdom 
all praise abstention from meat, 0 King. 
12. The sage Manu has said 
that the one who does not eat meat 
and does not kill nor cause killing, 
is the friend of all living beings. 
13. The one who refuses meat 
is not overpowered by any beings and 
is trusted by all that are born; 
such a one should be eternally esteemed by siidhus. 
14. Narada, the restrained one whose self is dharma, 
has said that whoever wishes to increase his flesh 
with the flesh of another falls into ruin. 
15. Brhaspati declared that the one 
who refrains from meat and honey is distinguished 

, through austerity, giving, sacrifice. 

He employs dramatic imagery in pleading his case, suggesting that vege
tarians need not fear the dark and can anticipate a long life: 

26. Meat is not born of grass, wood or rock. 
Meat arises from killing a living being. 
Thus, in the enjoyment of meat there is fau1t. 
27. The beloved, sincere, truthful gods 
have in hand (for nourishment) 
oblations, sacrificial offerings, and nectar. 
(By contrast), consider the tortuous, 
unrighteous ways of flesh eating demons. 
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28. 0 King, in not eating meat 
one goes without fear in moonlight 
or in the dreadful, dangerous darkness 
or in the twilight approach of night 
or at the crossroads or in the assemblies of people. 
29. If there were no meat-eaters, 
there would be no killers. 
A meat-eating man is a killer indeed, 
causing death for the purpose of food. 
30. If meat were considered not to be food, 
there would be no violence. 
Violence is done to animals 
for the sake of the meat-eater only. 
31. Because the lif~ of violent ones 
is shortened as well ( due to their deeds), 
the one who wishes long life for himself 
should refuse meat, 0 splendid one. 
32. Those fierce ones who do violence to life 
are not able to go for protection (when they need it). 
They are to be feared by beings as beasts of prey. 
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According to Bhi~ma, meat-eating promotes general anxiety, while abstain
ing from flesh foods and thereby holding the vow of nonviolence advances 
one toward a heavenly realm: 

34. The one who desires to increase 
his flesh with the flesh of another 
lives in entrenched anxiety 
and is born here and there. 
35. Those great vow-keeping seers have said 
that those who do not eat meat are great, 
are progressing to heaven, 
and are bringing good fortune, renown, and long life. 

As with our other stories, this vow is to be undertaken not for the sake of 
renouncing the world, but to enhance one's experience, quality of life, and 
length of life. According to Bhi1ma, the story of a vegetarian is a happy 
story! 

Conclusion 

lo assessing these stories from the perspective of classical Yoga, both tapas 
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and ahirhsii play prominent roles. In Patafijali's Yogu Sutm, tapas results in 
"the destruction of impurity and the perfection of the body and senses" (YS 
II:43) .14 We can see the results of tapas in the peace of mind attained by 
Tuladhara, the radiance and power generated by Savitri, and the long life 
earned by vegetarians. Ahirhsii results in "the abandonment of hostility" (YS 
II:35). Bhi~ma states that vegetarians are able to live without fear and that 
the practice of nonviolence results in ''beauty, perfection of limbs, long life, 
intelligence, lightness, accomplishment, and memory" (Mbh XIII: 116.8). 

All three stories underline social relations within the epic, with the first dis
cussing caste, the second addressing issues of gender, and the third con
fronting what in modern parlance would be the issue of speciesism. In the 
first story, the sage Tuladhara seems to adhere to J aina religious precepts 
and social practices, grounded in' nonviolence ( ahirhsii). In the second story, 
the austerity (tapas) practiced by Savitri, like that practiced by Draupadi at 
the conclusion of the first game of dice, changes the narrative and high
lights the otherness and power of women in the social order. The third nar
rative, in the form of a discourse by Bhi~ma, challenges dietary social norms, 
suggesting that the transcendent powers obtained through a flesh-free diet 
can enhance the prestige of persons in any caste, and subverting the empha
sis on power and violence that generally pervades the epic. 

In the first scenario, a lowly merchant gains spiritual ascendancy. In the 
second scenario, a woman overcomes the course of fate. The third scenario 
signals potential universal access to spiritual purification. These stories serve 
as paradigmatic examples of how the ethical values associated with the prac
tice of Yoga are inculcated within society. Yoga advocates the cultivation of 
opposites (pratipak:;a-bhavanam) for overcoming mindless repetition of acti¥
ities that lead to suffering (du!JM,a). In these narratives on the yogic prac
tices of nonviolence and austerity, the protagonists actively change the 
course o_f their karma in order to construct states of auspiciousness for both 
themselves and others. By critiquing the norms of society, which generally 
prunmle viult:nce amJ cuufunuily, and Uy .seu..ing uul on a cuunler-culluntl 
course, these heroic figures establish new exemplary patterns of behavior. 

The Mahabharata presents a tragedy, a war that divides and decimates a 
family. As Mahatma Gandhi has noted, this story does not glorify war but 
serves as a deterrent to war through its grisly descriptions of deceit, treach
ery, and bloody violence. The winners of the war do not enjoy the spoils of 
victory and eventually perish, destined to serve time in hell. The dramatist 
Jean-Claude Carriere captures KarQa's lament about the sorrow of war: 
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· Flesh and blood rain from the sky. 
Bodiless voices cry in the night. 
Horses weep. One-eyed, one-legged 
Monstrosities hop across the land.15 
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Despite the overall dour tone of the epic, it nonetheless includes many sto
ries that attest to the resilience of the human spirit. As noted by Laurie 
Patton, stories with a happy ending hold great appeal,16 and the Mahabha
rata abounds with multiple instances of such tales. For instance, Yudhi~ 
Jhira is able to bring his dead brothers back to life by answering the riddle: 
''What is the greatest marvel? Each day, death strikes and we live as though 
we were immortal. This is what is the greatest marvel. "17 

The great itony of Yoga in the Mahabharata can be found in ira celebra
tion of action in the world. In instance after instance, in the Bhagavwi Gita 
as well as in the various protestations of Yudhi~t:hita, heroic figures extol 
the virtues of renunciation, only to be rebuffed by higher authorities and 
their own conscience. Epic Yoga does not allow for a wholesale rejection of 
the world, but rather requites full involvement. Through dharma, Yoga 
allows one to gain boons, to restructure the world, to bring peace into the 
world. To inspire adherence to the values espoused by the text, the narra
tor employs numerous stories to show the efficacy of persons in altering 
theit destiny, improving theit status through the application of austerily, 
nonviolence, and other life-altering vows. 

Through enduring the purification of suffering in hell, even the 
PaQ.c;lavas and Draupadi manage to arrive at a domain of happiness. In the 
last scene of the epic, the principal characters have returned to their "own 
natures," indicating that Kan;ia has gone to the sun, Bhima to the wind, 
Draupadi to the goddess Shri, and so forth. Having attained to this blessed 
state, they are free from further birth. "Having renounced the body, they 
have conquered heaven through meritorious word, thought, and deed. "1B 

Just as Tuladhara, Savitri, and the vegetarians prevail in conquering the 
negative effects of their karma, so also the ultimate liberation of the 
PaQ.c;lavas suggesra that following one's story and holding true to one's val
ues results in liberation. 
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